
 

   

 

Information on psychiatric-psychotherapeutic treatments in ifa 

 We are a team, 

made up of psychiatrists (doctors) and psychologists, all with additional recognised 

psychotherapeutic training.  

You can find out more about us and our therapeutic approaches at the ifa website: 

https://www.arbeitsmedizin.ch/praxis/psychotherapie/team/ 

 

 We operate under professional confidentiality  

and comply with the ethical guidelines of the FMH and FSP (Federation of Swiss 

Doctors/Psychologists). 

 

 We work together 

Internally: in the psychotherapy team, in which we cross-communicate with one 

another and with the referring GPs and paediatricians at the ifa (intervision).   

Externally: with family doctors, employers or institutes. However, this only takes 

place with your express verbal or written given consent (release from 

confidentiality). 

 

 Our services are settled 

directly via the basic health insurance, usually with a 10% deductible. However, if 

you have a high deductible in your insurance on not yet reached it, then you must 

cover the treatment costs.  

 
The time we charge for includes preparation and follow-up work. Phone calls, email 

exchange and discussions under inter- and supervision will be separately charged 

as “services in absence of patient”.  

 

 Appointments are generally made  

with our psychotherapy-hotline at the number 058 585 97 17 or the ifa secretary at 

058 585 44 44 . 

 

 We ask you to cancel 

any appointment that you cannot commit to at least 24 hours in advance. Otherwise 

we will charge you the cost of the reserved time. If you have to cancel an 

appointment for Monday, please also do this 24 hours in advance but in this case 

via email to this address therapie@arbeitsmedizin.ch  

If you are unable to cancel an appointment 24 hours in advance due to illness, 

please inform the secretary and phone the respective therapist during the agreed 

appointment time.  

 

We will gladly provide information to any questions or uncertainties you have. 

We hope that you feel comfortable with us and wish you much success in 

achieving your goals.  
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